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Abstract Sustainability in Higher Education is usually interpreted as a concept applying solely to operations management and energy policy. Though the applicability of the concept to social justice is immediately tangible, few campuses have found organic and pragmatic ways to extend principles of sustainability to their equity, diversity or inclusion practices, or to convince their community of the need to do so. This study examines the unique experience of North American campus having attempted this progressive osmosis between the two concepts. Access has represented the opportunity for this rethink. As individual, retroactive accommodations become increasingly obsolete when it comes to providing access to learning to large number of students with specific needs entering post-secondary education, sustainability has become an increasingly appealing lens with which to devise a new framework for inclusion seeking systemic change in pedagogical practices. The North American campus in question implemented a proactive drive for the implementation of Universal Design for Learning from 2011 and this paper presents the analysis of the various and complex ways access and sustainability have become entwined in campus policies. The outcomes are particularly relevant for the Global South in that it may encourage Higher Education institutions in developing countries to avoid the temporary appeal of medical model based measures of inclusion and the precedents set in the Global North over the last two decades, and to focus instead on social model based policies that seek the development of sustainable and inclusive teaching practices from the onset.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents a unique campus experience which has led to the progressive fusion of the concepts of access and sustainability through a proactive rethink of inclusion policies and practices. In 2011 the campus in question examined decided that it was time to translate the social model of disability (Barnes, Oliver and Barton, 2002) it embraced in its policy statement into actual access practices. This led to the emergence of a rapid and proactive implementation drive for Universal Design for Learning (UDL) across the campus. As this drive unfolded, grew and eventually led to systemic changes, a tangible degree of synchronicity between access and sustainability began to be perceived and described by the stakeholders involved. The hypothesis of this paper is that both agendas gain momentum on higher education campuses, once these discourses succeed in establishing organic connections between each other within campus policy, literature and forums. The study analyses qualitative data collected from a variety of campus stakeholders over a period of two years. It establishes a link between a number of essential strategic connections between the disability service provider and the sustainability office of this university, and the
establishment of an osmotic link between both agendas in campus policies.

2. Context

The context for the paper is a recent global rethink of disability service provision in higher education, in line with the paradigm shift which has occurred over the last two decades from a medical approach to disability (Bickenbach, Chatterji, Badley & Ustun, 1999) to the adoption of the social model (Swain & French, 2000). This has not been a rapid process and post-secondary institutions have, for the great part, at first seemingly embraced the social model of disability without in reality changing access practices (Harrison, 2006). It is in fact the strategic realization that retrofitting could no longer function in higher education, in light of the huge and ever increasingly volume of students experiencing barriers in access to learning, which has led institutions to renew their commitment to inclusive measures (Wagner, Cameto & Newman, 2003; Houghton & Fovet, 2012). The most popular tool adopted by universities to address this shift has been Universal Design for Learning (UDL) (Gradel & Edson, 2010). It is the practical translation of the principles of the social model but also addresses campuses’ concerns with strategic planning, growth and the sustainable management of demand for access (Colorado State University, 2013). The stage was historically speaking set from this point on, for possible synchronicity between both concepts.

3. Literature Review

The task of developing a literature review is complex in an article of this sort as the topic bridges two widely different fields. There can therefore be no assumption as to reader expertise in either field. This section will attempt to provide sufficient background information on both Universal Design and Sustainability to allow the reader to grasp the full width of existing literature coming into play.

3.1 The Reframing of Access in Higher Education

The reframing of access in higher education has increased in tempo in the last few years (Swain, French, Barnes & Thomas, 2004). The post-secondary sector in North America is moving away from a format of management of Disability issues focused in individual diagnosis and retrofitting on a case by case basis, to an approach more explicitly focused on institutional practices and proactive inclusive access (Mole, 2012). Some arguments for rapid change are grounded, as discussed above, in a growing awareness of the social model (Brown & Simpson, 2004). Other arguments, however, emerging from the literature seem to have as much impact on the recent openness to change demonstrated by many post-secondary institutions: changing demographics, resource management, efficiency efforts and strategic planning appear as strong triggers to the rethink process occurring across North American campuses (Artiles, 2003; Brown & Parekh, 2010; Alcorn MacKay, 2010). Sustainability does appear in the literature on paradigm shift in the sense that practitioners are realizing that old models are obsolete and no longer allow for sustainable management of demand (Houghton & Fovet, 2012).

3.2 Benefits of UDL for Wider Participation

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) shows growing promise in the literature as an answer to concerns about the shift in paradigm in the management of Disability in Higher Education (Strange & Banning, 2001). It also offers satisfactory answers to the strategic worries most institutions have in terms of logistic management of demand, because it focuses interventions on the classroom rather than the individual requests for access (Rose, Harbour, Johnston, Daley & Abarbanell, 2006). UDL in fact is not an entirely new model per se and it echoes many notions which are already popular in education such as theory on inclusion (Lenz, Deshler & Kissam, 2004), differentiated teaching literature (Tomlinson, 2001) and findings on multiple intelligence (Hatch & Gardner, 1993). The implementation of UDL merges these theoretical approaches to inclusion into a user-friendly framework that allows teachers and administrators to engage into a reflection on the accessibility of their practices (Al-Azawei, Serenelli & Lundqvist, 2016). UDL is also appealingly compatible with a growing interest in the educational use of virtual and...
technological platforms and tools (Weigel, 2002). It is a technology rich framework for the management of Disability, which seems appropriately able to cope and integrate modernity, technological use and IT innovation (Rose, Meyer & Hitchcock, 2005). In this sense too, organic links begin to appear between notions of sustainable technological change and access (InterAcademy Council, 2004).

3.3 Benefits of UDL for Wider Participation

UDL is a solution to the demands of disability management in higher education, but its benefits go far beyond students with disabilities. By triggering a rethink of pedagogy, it enriches the quality of teaching generally and offers assistance to a multitude of diverse students (Bowe, 2000). The literature demonstrating the benefits of UDL implementation in promoting diversity in the student body is growing (Tegmark-Chita, Gravel, Serpa, Domings & Rose, 2012); in that sense UDL research aligns itself with a discourse on sustainability in higher education which questions the future role of these institutions and wishes to see them become vehicles for social advancement and for the growth of diversity (Swail, Redd & Perna, 2003).

3.4 Sustainability of Campus Practices

At the other end of the spectrum, the literature on sustainability, which has previously been mostly concerned with operations management and energy preservation, is now beginning to consider the applicability of its core concepts to the field of social justice (Ketschau, 2015). Institutions and organizations are increasingly pushed to consider the sustainability of, not just their economic survival, but also of their governance, entrepreneurial style and ethical focus (Gerlach, 2003; Cohen & Winn, 2007). In Higher Education this has manifested itself as a wider interpretation of sustainability that includes a complex and wide spectrum of social justice dimensions: (Ball, 1999; Moore, 2005). It has meant that administrations have increasingly been willing to examine campus service provision (Alshuwaikhat & Bubakar, 2008), and even teaching practices (Sterling, 2001), through the lens of sustainability. When such concerns are voiced in the field of Access and Inclusion, UDL readily appears as an appropriate tool because the change it focuses on is systemic and sustainable, as opposed to retrofitting for individual students which has traditionally been a repeated, consumable process (Mole & Fovet, 2013).

4. Methodology

The study presents the analysis of qualitative data collected through a two year initiative seeking full UDL implementation on a Canadian campus. The university classifies itself as a teaching and research institution and has a student population of over 40,000 students.

The data collected was of two types. One part of the data collection and analysis used narrative methodology (Swap, Leonard, Shields & Abrams, 2001) and focused on the narrative of various campus partners involved in this effort: staff of the disability service provider mostly but also included narratives from staff of other student services units and of the sustainability office itself. Narrative methodology has established itself as a pertinent and rich method of data collection and analysis within processes of organizational change (Snowden, 2000). Much of this data was collected as part of retroactive feedback obtained during or at the end of UDL professional development exercises. These forums have varied from the very large (such as the presentation to the executive bodies of the university) to more modest gatherings such as a round table of deans and faculty chairs; the data also originates from feedback given during UDL workshops offered to staff and students.

In later instances, data has also been generated by ongoing consultancy work carried out by the disability unit for specific faculties towards the redesign of courses and evaluations in line with UDL principles. A significant degree of triangulation has occurred through this process (Thurmond, 2001) and this constitutes a cornerstone of the qualitative processes used here: indeed the UDL material has substantially evolved during the
A second distinct fold in the data collection and analysis used discourse analysis (Leitch & Palmer, 2010) and focused on documents produced by both the accessibility office and the sustainability office. In the case of the sustainability partner, the documents consisted mostly of a sustainability plan establishing 2020 goals for the institutions. In the case of the accessibility office, this was centered primarily around the redesign of the website of the unit, the revamping of its mission statement, and of some of the videos it created within the UDL implementation drive that took place over these two years.

The data collection was ethnographic in nature (Britten, Campbell, Pope, Donovan, Morgan, Pill, 2002), in the sense that many participants expanded on their views, perceptions, and intentions while they were involved in the processes of change described here. In many instances during the two years of the study, the methodology even became participatory action research to some extent (Reason & Bradbury, 2001; Kelly & van der Riet, 2001), since many respondents, such as the staff of the sustainability office and the accessibility office, became invested themselves in exploring the links between sustainability and access.

5. Findings

The data analysis process involved a manual process of coding (Sutton & Austin, 2015). As first waves of data began to be collected, a manual coding was carried out on this preliminary raw data. This process was carried again subsequently and the results of these two coding exercises led to the selection of 4 themes which seemed to provide a good overview of the data collected and issues raised, and allow for a rich exploration and analysis of this qualitative data. The data was later categorized under these four themes, and mined and organized in order to produce a rich insight into the stakeholders’ perceptions through the process of UDL implementation described (Sadana, 2009). Losing chapter contain about conclusions that answer the problem addressed. There is a value of the measurement and processing that became the basis of analysis and discussion.

5.1 Understanding Access from a Sustainability Lens

The UDL implementation drive led most of the stakeholders involved to a major re-examination of access policies and a renewed perception of inclusion. Until the UDL implementation drive began, the campus as a whole viewed matters of access as being (i) within the sole ownership of the disability service provider unit, (ii) a static phenomenon involving a steady and insignificant percentage of the student population, and (iii) a management issue requiring no forward planning. The figures and statistics used as part of the UDL drive, relating to changes in demographics of the population of higher education students experiencing barriers in access to learning, quickly convinced the campus stakeholders consulted of the need to review their reliance on these three presumptions. Faced with the needs to provide improved and enhanced access to learning to an ever increasing percentage of the student body with funds that are unlikely to increase proportionately, the imperative to do ‘more with less’ becomes a pressing reality for the professional on this campus involved in access and disability. The participants consulted reacted enthusiastically to the notion that UDL, by targeting a systemic change in teaching practices rather than a reliance on continuous retrofitting, was a framework likely to yield sustainable results. Senior administrators were particularly receptive to this argument for rapid UDL adoption.

5.2 Constructing Management of Change in Disability Service Provision through the Lens of Sustainability

It is important to realize that UDL implementation is not solely dependent on campus wide adoption; it is, in the first instance, dependent on the disability service provider itself reconsidering its practices and
integrating the framework and the principles it advocates, in order to permanently do away with the medical or deficit model (Harry & Klingner, 2007) as the basis for its interventions with students. Through this process, the DS provider became increasingly concerned with a disparity between its external campus message and its internal practices.

A year into this campus wide UD implementation effort, the unit decided to assess the implementation of its own access guidelines on its internal procedures, in the form of a UD audit (Beck, Diaz del Castillo, Fovet, Mole & Noga, 2014). The audit was planned as a progressive, ongoing professional development exercise. The motivational factors that led to this decision were the following: (i) a desire for increased consistency between external messaging and internal procedures; (ii) transparency with students and concern vis-à-vis users that procedures were having a contradictory effect; (iii) a social justice preoccupation that procedures were not only restricting access, but allowing power and privilege dynamics to be deployed within the service provision framework.

The management of change process described above is not an easy task and it encountered resistance from staff members, as most radical work environment shifts usually do (Smollan, 2011). The data collected from the staff of the disability service provider, however, identifies sustainability as being the most important argument in easing the process of change with the workforce involved. As a rule it was the notion of sustainability that led staff members to eventually embrace the changes proposed to their office procedures, rather than the social model argument relating to the construction of disability. Sustainability literally became the change agent which allowed the shift towards the social model implementation to occur.

5.3 Extending the Notion of Sustainability to Teaching Practices

With participants who were instructors or those trained as pedagogues working in other capacities, presenting UDL implementation as a move towards social sustainability had a wide impact. The resistance of instructors to the UDL framework is well documented in the literature (Edyburn, 2010; Anstead, 2016). The initial adoption of the more accessible practices in teaching and evaluation encouraged by the UDL model indeed represents a significant investment of time and resources on their part. Across North America, lobbying for UDL implementation on higher education campuses has therefore not been an easy task (Harrison, 2006); it has required research around this resistance per se and the analysis of complex variable related to management of change in pedagogy (Anstead, 2016; Shulman & Shulman, 2007). The researcher found that instructors on the other hand were particular receptive to the presentation of this change process as a move towards more sustainable teaching practices. It is a lens that has evidently rarely been presented to instructors and it acts as a facilitator in the implementation process. When UDL implementation is presented as a change which requires initial investment, but pays off in the long term by reducing later requirement for retrofitting, there is much more buy-in from instructors (Ralabate, 2011). The concept of sustainable teaching practice is one that creates significant interest and good will within this change process.

5.4 Extending Interpretations of Sustainability Beyond Operations

Sustainability still has, much like Disability, the status of 'minority' dialogue on many North American campuses (Goodman, 2001). While sustainability offices struggle to evidence the need for campus wide policies and planning with regards to the sustainability of higher education, it is often with great difficulties that this discourse reaches any visibility (Wals & Jickling, 2002). Within the
process of UDL implementation, sustainability officers and staff commented that their own agenda was gaining momentum through the highlighted synchronicity between sustainability and access. It also specifically allowed them to illustrate to the campus the fact that sustainability also has an impact on the attainment of social justice. The title of the annual Disability Awareness Week of the campus in 2013 was ‘Inclusion: celebrating sustainable campus practices’ and the framing of this event illustrates admirably the reciprocal gain which both units were able to achieve by joining voices.

Interestingly, the responses of student participants suggest that the parallel and connections between sustainability and access are organic and seamless to them. The disability service provider has created a tradition of naming its summer interns ‘sustainability interns’ because they habitually work on further implementation of UDL throughout the campus. Far from questioning this terminology, the interns during successive years have been able to describe the reason why their position carries this name, and to eloquently verbalize the links between the work of both offices. They have, over repeated summers, worked on access issues while perceiving and describing themselves as sustainability agents.

6. Outcomes

The outcomes of this analysis are numerous and wide ranging. We will present them from a series of perspectives: (i) outcomes for the future of access in higher education; (ii) outcome for the development of the sustainability agenda in higher education; (iii) lessons in collaboration; (iv) lessons for growth for minority discourse advocates in a neoliberal post-secondary conjuncture; and (iv) reflection from the perspective of the Global South.

6.1 Outcomes for the Future of Access in Higher Education

For many years, the disability discourse has been a minority agenda on post-secondary campuses; it has been firmly anchored in Critical Theory and has involved only a minority of actors and sadly reached few people (Hiranandani, 2005). UDL offers disability activists in higher education the opportunity to offer access solutions which have relevance to a wide student body because they remove barriers for all students (Howard, 2004). This allows post-secondary disability service providers to transform their message from a minority discourse to one that has immediate appeal to the entire campus community. It is clear that the parallels and the links that connect UDL and sustainability have facilitated this transformation and increased the visibility and relevance of the UDL model. It can be said that both the Sustainability and Disability discourses, which are traditionally minority discourses in Higher Education, have here gained momentum from the synchronicity and together evolved to a majority discourse. This is an observation and a conceptualization that is transferable to other campuses. It will yield important strategic guidance to many Higher Ed stakeholders on how to construct successful partnership in order to gain visibility and change.

6.2 Outcomes for the Development of the Sustainability Agenda in Higher Education

The sustainability movement in higher education is in full transformation (Wals, 2007). Its stakeholders and advocates have realized that its relevance is not limited to a minority within the campus community, provided it becomes able to verbalize its links to social justice (Glasser, 2007). UDL is instrumental in easing and speeding up this process of association. By joining forces with a disability service provider, this specific sustainability office has found a way to widen the impact of its message and to trigger – very rapidly - a wider interpretation of the notion of sustainability. It is suggested that a similar process can take place on other campuses, in much the same way, and that this experience is transferable to other postsecondary environments (Holmberg & Samuelsson, 2006; Scholz, Lang, Wiek et al., 2006).

6.3 Lesson in Collaboration

This study is also the analysis of a successful experience in collaboration, a collaboration between unprecedented partners. Many agents of change on post-secondary campuses, such as disability service providers, diversity and equity offices, teaching and
learning support offices and sustainability units, still to this day work in silos (Lloyd, 2016). Creating organic collaborations does not come naturally in the post-secondary landscape and it is a process many stakeholders must learn to develop proactively (Schroeder, 1999). In this specific instance the challenge was even more considerable because few people would see readily visible connections between Sustainability and Access. The campus experience detailed here shows that the recipe for success in establishing these mutually beneficial collaborations is conscious and progressive bridge building between new partners (Kleemann, 2005). It requires a global, systemic view of change management in post-secondary education and an understanding of the investment required to create a global institution shift that is larger than unit agendas. In many ways it can be said that it is this search for allegiances and partnerships, that allows such social justice actors to benefit from current neoliberal pressures transforming higher education (Olssen & Peters, 2005), rather than fall victim to them (Cooper, 2009).

### 6.4 Lessons for Growth for Minority Discourse Advocates in a Neoliberal Post-secondary Landscape

Disability has inherently been a minority discourse within the North American Higher Ed landscape ever since it made its appearance in the late 70s as a result of the Civil Rights movement and the key legislation that followed - such as the ADA and the Charter of Rights (Madaus, 2011). Despite growing numbers of demands for services and a percentage of the campus population registered with accessibility offices often reaching close to 10 percent (Lovett, Nelson & Lindstrom, 2014), Disability continues to be seen as a minority discourse, primarily because of the Critical Theory objectives that constitute its foundation (Bone, 2017). Universal Design for Learning of itself has the potential to shift the Higher Ed Disability discourse out of this minority status, and to offer it a wider audience, by evidencing the relevance to all learners of the reflection on pedagogy it encourages (Heelan, 2015). Importantly though this study shows that UDL must be promoted beyond the sphere of accessibility services and that the stakeholders claiming ownership over it must go far beyond simply Disability service providers. By highlighting an unusual allegiance between an accessibility service and a sustainability office, the paper charts a course for the development of strategic alliances that transform the very nature of the Disability discourse on Higher Ed campuses.

### 6.5 Reflection in the Context of the Global South

This study has wider relevance on a global landscape of internationalization. There is growing osmosis between the Global North and the Global South on issues of Disability (Fisher, Shang & Xie, 2016), and many developing countries observe and reflect on how best to implement inclusive practices on their post-secondary campuses. In doing so there is a natural tendency to examine and seek to duplicate the developments that have followed the Civil Right movement in the United States and Canada, and to adopt many of the provisions that have been put in place on campuses as a result of Human Rights legislation (Meekosha & Soldatic, 2011; Madaus, 2011). The great majority of these provisions, however, amount to retrofitting and - thirty years - on most North-American campuses are being confronted by the limitations of such frameworks and provisions (Kelly & Hess, 2011).

There are perhaps two myths that this paper may assist in debunking. First, the implicit dynamics of post-colonialism need to be dissected and exposed (Sidhu, 2015). The Global North may not have relevant solutions to offer the Global South and its post-secondary institutions when it comes to access and inclusion. This is particularly evident when the post-secondary environment in developed countries current laments its inability to address the needs of students with Disabilities, and its resistance to a shift towards Social Model provisions (Department of Social Services, 2012). There is undoubtedly some virtue in encouraging developing countries to carry out their own reflection with regards to access and Higher Education, as part of a process of ‘decolonization’ of the curriculum (LeGrange, 2016). The errors of the past decades – which are coming to light in the current North
American post-secondary landscape – need not be unnecessarily repeated (Swart & Pettipher, 2011). A move straight to social model implementation is highly preferable and more sustainable.

Second, linking Accessibility and Disability to the notions of Sustainability is a perspective that might be more congenial to developing countries than they are to countries within the Global North (Reid & Petocz, 2006). The variable most often discussed in this field of Disability management, or pedagogy generally, in Higher Ed is indeed ‘resistance to change’ (Bryant, Coombs & Pazio, 2014); countries that are not battling historical traditions as a woven feature of the Higher Ed fabric, or the inherent conservatism of long established institutions, may have more ease in associating concepts of Sustainability and Access proactively, rapidly and successfully (Elshof, 2005). This paper therefore stands as a reminder to post-secondary institutions of the Global South that Disability, Access and Sustainability can readily be associated and developed side by side in strategic development for the 21st century (Ilieva, Beck & Waterstone, 2014). There are shortcuts evidenced here that are available to post-secondary institutions of the Global South not yet anchored or entangled in ableist visions when it comes to pedagogy, inclusion and access to learning.
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